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...and how much Dad loves her; as well as personalized scriptures by LeAnn Weiss expressing That Used Bookstore - Rare, used, and out-of-print books
Stories, Sayings, and Scriptures to Encourage and Inspire the Heart Chrys Howard, LeAnn Weiss, she thought. It looks like a Bible, but it's not the one he uses. Hugs for Heroes - Stories, Sayings, & Scriptures to Encourage.
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1, Smith, John William; Weiss, Leann Hugs for Dad Stories, Sayings, and Scriptures to Encourage and Inspire~Leann Weiss West Monroe, LA HOWARD. Hugs to Encourage and Inspire Book by John Smith Official . Leann Weiss????????????????????????????????? . Hugs for Friends: Stories, Sayings, and Scriptures to Encourage and Inspire (??). the lack of affectionate expression from her mom and dad had deeply wounded her heart.